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where A, B are arbitrary real constants, and a is an arbitrary complex number. It is

readily confirmed by direct computation that the constants A, B, and a give rise to

an arbitrary, uniform hydrostatic stress-field in the image domain R*. The constant k,

on the other hand, affects merely the scale of the image stress-distribution. We may

therefore put A = B = a = Q, k = 1. This completes the proof.
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A MINIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR STRUCTURAL STABILITY*

By H. J. WEISS and G. H. HANDELMAN (Carnegie Institute of Technology)

1. Statement of the problem. In a recent paper,1 W. Prager has discussed the

problem of structural stability from the following point of view. Consider a given con-

figuration of a deformable body, referred to a fixed system of rectangular axes,

Xi(i = 1, 2, 3), under a set of stresses Xo\, which are in equilibrium with given surface

tractions. These stresses are prescribed only to within the arbitrary constant factor X.

The configuration is assumed to be stable if X is sufficiently small. A system of in-

finitesimal perturbation displacements w,- is then applied, and the question is asked for

what values of the factor X will the equilibrium become indifferent.

The solution to the problem leads to the following system of linear, homogeneous,

second order, partial differential equations

Ja.i = 0, (1)

subject to the homogeneous boundary conditions on the surface

Jijiti = 0, (2)

where

J a = ~ Oivtvi) ~

•Received May 29, 1950.

'W. Prager, The general variational principle of the theory of structural stability, Q. Appl. Math., 4,

378-384 (1947).
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The quantities appearing in the definition of J a are defined below: the strain, ,

associated with the perturbations is given by

t<i - + Uj,i); (3a)

the additional stresses produced by these strains satisfy the linear relation

th — Cijkitki (3b)

in which Cijki is symmetric with respect to i and j and with respect to k and I; w,-,- is

the local rotation due to the displacement u, ,

0>ij = (3c)

and rii is the unit vector normal to the original equilibrium surface. The problem dis-

cussed here will be restricted to the elastic case; thus

Cijki = 2G0^5,t5,i ^ ^ fiiidhij,

where G0 is the modulus of rigidity and v is Poisson's ratio. It should be noted that

Ciiki is symmetric with respect to (ij) and (kl). The initial stresses crtJ- are symmetric

with respect to i and j and satisfy the equilibrium equations

= 0.

Prager has shown that the differential equations (1), subject to boundary conditions

(2), are equivalent to the statement that the first variation of the integral

/ [Cf ~p Xcjj j (uv, {Up tj ^pt^p/)] dV (4)
Jy

vanishes. Integration is carried out over the volume V of the original unperturbed body

and only the displacements up are varied.

2. The minimum principle. It will be shown that the eigenvalues X and the corre-

sponding eigenfunctions of Eqs. (1) may be obtained from a minimum principle applied

to an integral closely associated with that of Eq. (4). Since the problem in question is

one of stability, only the first eigenvalue will be considered.

It is more convenient to express Eqs. (1) and (2) in terms of the displacement Ui

directly. Thus, from Eqs. (3a), (3b), and (3c), may be written as

J ij = C ijpqllp^ "j- ^ [<7pi( SUj lJt Uj>tJ*) (Tpj(UjtV ~f" ^JJ,l)]> (^)

and the integral (4) becomes

dV. (6)

If

J* ^ C i jpqWi , j"Mp , Q I ^ (T i j (3Wpi {Ujp , j Hi j ,p Up^Uj^p /Ui,jMp,i)

D(u) = / CiiP9Ui,jUv,a dV, .. -- = (7a)
Jr

K. D(u, v).= [ GijpW.jVp-.q dVy-: . . ■ (7b)
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H(u) — ^ J* o"ij^SupiiUpi]- UitVUjiP Wp(jWj*(p Hi,ptip,j) dVi (8a)

H{u, v) = — \ [ <Jij{3uv,iVptj — Ui,pVj,v — Up,iVj,p — Ui,pVv,i) c/F, (8b)
4 Jy

it is seen that

D(w + v)= Cijp^Ui,,- + Vi,i)(uv,, + »„,„) dF
Jy

= Z)(m) + D(t>) + / ciiVQ(Ui,jVp,Q + Up.^i.i) dV
■ V

= D(m) + -D(f) + / [C^W*.+ Cpat fW» , ;Vp, Q 1 dF,

£)(w + t>) = D(m) + 2D(u, v) + D(v); (9)

H(u + v) = H(u) + H(v) - | J <TiASiuv.iVp.j + Vp.tUp.i) — {Ui,PVj,P + p)

and

— (Up.iVj.p + Vp,iUj,p + Ui.pVpj + I'i.pMp.,)] tfF,

(u + v) = H(u) + 2H(u, v) + H(v), (10)

since cr,, is symmetric.

The vector function ut — m, (xl , x2 , x3) will be called an admissible vector if it is

continuous and has continuous partial derivatives of at least the second order. The

first eigenvalue of the differential equation (1) subject to boundary conditions (2) can

then be found2 from the following minimum principle:

Of all admissible vectors u{ , that one which minimizes D(u) under the side

condition H(u) = 1 is an eigenfunction of the differential equation (1)

subject to boundary conditions (2). This minimum value of D{u) is the

corresponding eigenvalue X.

It should be noted that this minimum principle can be rep'aced by one requiring that

D(u)/H(u) be a minimum. The corresponding eigenfunction will then be determined

only to within a factor of proportionality.

In order to prove this statement, let m, be the minimizing function and X the corre-

sponding minimum value. Then

D(u) = X H(u). (11)

Let £, be an arbitrary admissible vector and e an arbitrary parameter. Then, since w,

minimizes D(u)/H(u), it follows that

D{u + e£) ^ \H(u + e£).

2R. Courant and D. Hilbert, Methoden der mathematischen Physik, vol. 1, Julius Springer, Berlin,

1931, pp. 345-348.
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From Eqs. (9), (10), (11), this can be rewritten as

2et[D(u, Q - \H(u, 0+§ [Z>© - Xffft)]} ̂  0.

Since e is chosen arbitrarily, the above relation will be valid only if

D(u, Q - \H{u, £) = 0. (12)

Now

D(u, Q - \H(u, 0

J q "i" ̂ &ij i£p, j Mi ,p£j ,p dV

J* ^typqUp,q^i,j ~1~ ^ (Jii^p,j V/i,p£i,p i^p,,p ,p^p.y)dV 0.

By Green's theorem, this can be transformed into

C i j pqUp t {71 j ~f~ ̂  [(7 i j (Slipt j ^i,p)^p7l j 0" t- j (ll it p "J- Wp,

j* ivo^v,ai^i "1" ̂  [(Tij(3l/Pi» ^ [^ij'C^t.p ~f~ ̂p,»)],p£j^ dV,

where S is the bounding surface of V. By an appropriate interchange of subscripts,

Eq. (12) can be written finally as

J j'pQ^p.a ~l~ ̂  0pj(3'W» ,j> UPti) ^ dpi(j^p, j ~|~ Uj ,p) dS

^ iipQ^P.Q ~f" ̂  \&pi (3WjiP WP)i) &pi(Mp,j *4" ,v)1^, jfci dV —• 0.

Now the vector £,• is chosen arbitrarily in the volume F and on the boundary S; conse-

quently

"i" ^ [^p;(^^i,v ~~ Hp.i) &pi(Mp,i ~l~ ̂ j.p)]^.j 0,

and

^Ct/pQ^p.c "I" ̂  [^pj(3Wt,p Uj,(1-) ^pi^Mp,]' ~f~ Mi,p)]|«/ = 0.

These are identical with the differential equations (1) and boundary conditions (2).

Thus the solution of the minimum problem yields an eigenfunction and corre-

sponding eigenvalue of the differential equation. It can also be seen that if an admissible

function is used to generate an approximate solution, D(v)/H(v) ^ X, the actual

eigenvalue.

3. Quasi-orthogonality and reality of the eigenfunctions. A quasi-orthogonality
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relationship between the eigenfunctions of Eq. (1), from which the reality of the eigen-

values follows, can be established by means of a standard technique.3 Define

Mit(u) = Ciivauv,Q

and

4 (3 G » i , V i v -'t v ^ iv^v , i) '

Then

J a = Ma{u) - \Nij(u). (13)

Equation (1) takes the form

[Main) - \Nu:(u)]t< = 0, (14a)

and boundary conditions (2) become

[Mij(u) — \Nij(u)]ni = 0. (14b)

Let Uj and v,- be two eigenfunctions and X and n their respective eigenvalues, where

X ii. Then

[M^u) - \Nu(u)],t = 0

and

[Mu{v) - uNtM.i = 0.

Multiplying the first by v,- and the second by u,- , subtracting, and integrating yield

[ M„.<(«) — UiJa.M] dV = 0. (15)
Jy

This can be rewritten by Green's theorem as

/ [VjJaiu) — UjJijiv)]^ dS — / [vj.iJuiu) — Uj.iJijiv)] dV = 0.
J s Jv

But J an i = 0 on S; therefore, the surface integral vanishes; also

/ — Uj^Maiv)] dV = / [vi,iCiinuv,Q - uUiCiimvv,t] dV
-J v J V

/ C ijpq\v j tiUptq
Jy

Therefore, Eq. (15) becomes

X f vitiNij{u) dV — jii f uitiNij(v) dV = 0.
J V " V

3L. Collatz, Eigenwertprobleme, Chelsea Publishing Co., New York, 1948, p. 61-65.
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Now

I" Vj^Naiu) dV = —^ J Vj,i(3oivuitV — (tiptip,j — <yivUi,v — <rivUp,{) dV,

^ 'Mj , j ,v &ipVp,j G]pVi,p & jpVp, i) d V,

= f Uj.iNiM dV.
J V

Therefore,

(X - M) f Vj,iNij(u) dV = 0.
Jy

Since X 5^ n, it follows that

[ Vj,iNij(u) dV = 0.
Jy

Now let us consider

[ v,[Mi,(u) - X-V,,(«)].,• dV = 0,
Jy

which can be recast as

[ v,[Ma(u) — \Nij(u)]rii dS — f v,_iMi,(u) dV + X [ VjtiNij(u) dV = 0.
«S " v J V

But

[M^iu) - XNniu^rii = 0

on S and

[ vlwiN„(u) dV = 0. (16)
'v

Therefore,

[ Vj,iMij(u) dV = 0. (17)
Jy

Equations (16) and (17) are the quasi-orthogonality relations which hold between the

eigenfunctions. It should be noted that these results are somewhat more complicated

than the weighted orthogonality conditions usually found. This depends on the fact

that the eigenvalues appear in the original differential equations and boundary condi-

tions as coefficients of terms containing the highest order derivatives of the unknown

functions.

Now assume that X is complex; that is, X = s + it where s and i are real, and t ^ 0.

Corresponding to X there will be a complex eigenfunction w,- = c,- + ir,- where <r, and

t, are real vector functions and r,- ^ 0. Since Eqs. (1) and (2) are linear with real co-

efficients, it follows that X = s — it is also an eigenvalue with corresponding eigen-
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function u,- = <r, — ir,- . A computation, similar to that used in the development of the

quasi-orthogonality relation, will show that

(X — X) f Uj,iNn(u) dV = 0.
J v

Since Na(u) is linear in the derivatives of it,- ,

NtM = tf„(«r - ir) = N<M - iNij(r)

and

[ (<r,■,,■ + - ir) dV = [ + r„,iVi;.(T)] dF

— if Wi.iNiM — TitiNij(tr)]
J V

dV.

The imaginary part of this integral vanishes by the quasi-orthogonality relationship,

and the integral reduces to

f Ic.Mt) + Tj,iN,■ j(r)] dV. (18)
•> v

If this integral does not vanish, then X — X = — 2it = 0 and X is real. Thus the eigen-

values and eigenfunctions will be real if the integral appearing in (18) is non-zero.

Now

J" Tj, i-AT,-,(r) d\ ^ J* ff t'i(^ Tp f j Tv t i p ~v ■ * Tp t iT j tp Ti,pTi,v) dV /!/(t),

and

[ cj,iNij(a) dV = H{c).
Jy

According to the minimum principle established in Section 2,

X = min [D(u)/H(u)\.

It has been assumed, tacitly, that a solution exists to this minimum problem. Under

these conditions, H(u) = 0 only if D(uj = 0. But D{u) is the strain energy of the per-

turbed state and will vanish only when the perturbation is a rigid body displacement.

Consequently, H(u) =^0 if the minimum problem is to have a finite solution. Similarly,

since a, and r, are eigenfunctions of the differential equation (1), neither //(<r) nor

H(t) can vanish if there is to be a finite, non-trivial solution. Integral (18) will then

vanish only if H(a) and H(r) are of opposite signs. If H(u) is of one sign for all eigen-

functions, Ui , the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions must therefore be real. This restriction

is not artificial, however, for H(u) is the difference4 between the work of the surface

stresses and the work of the body stresses Xo-;,- on the strains associated with the displace-

ments Ui . Thus if this work is always positive or always negative, the eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions will be real. It is also seen that if H(u) is of one sign for all admissible

functions, the eigenvalue X will be of the same sign since D(u) ^ 0.

4This relation was pointed out to the authors by Professor W. Prager.


